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I11 1952,

Gurn:nun i.G at ion Co.rn.mission created. nonE»L<~t j_ o n s.

f:c ow t hat point in time,

....'>

t=d.::;_cnti...1na1 television has ncshro0med..
:ff:ven though

Iff'J.ch

has been do:ne in the field of ec:l1H:G.·-

tio:nal televir:don, reported studi.es with VBJ.iclat;ed res')_J.ts

were :fom1d to bf.: i'ew.

The Sesame Street evaluations ap"·

pea.red to be an exception.

A large amount of li tcratu::ce

describing the resuJ..ts of p:!:-esenting a, skill to the ge:nera.l
population w&s. fm.md.

ifothing, however, was found relating

to the teaching of a specific language concept to a designatetl specific group other than those studies which presented
programs to the

11 massese 11

Thj_s study tasted the hypothesis:

At least 80 per-·

cen:t of e. givsn first grade populc.tion will respond acc-i..ir-

ately to the post-testing of a. 1.anguage concept., after the
co:nc0:ot

l:a~1

been presented -to them via a video tape play·-

ba.ck using puppetry as tlrn teaching

method~

In essence,

the study was designed to determine whether or not an individuali.zed. concept could be presented to a specific populatio:n usin:g thA above methods and procedures,.

The study was

also designed to c1etcrrn.i.:ne whcth6r a male-female difference
existed in learni.ng language concepts and whether there

exir:tec, differences among socioeconomic levels.
The sub;jects for this study consisted of a sample of
s-tu.dents from nlx :fi:i::st grade classes within Portland Schoo1

District Number One, Portland, Oregon.

The exami.ne::- con-

sisted of one speech pathology graduate student at the
ma::.ter' s lcve1 ~

~J..lhe

investigator administered a language

From the language eoncc:ot,;s p::-e-ti:rnt, tvrn co:ricepr,s,
"dwelling" and !•assista.nue 11 · (both from t:he Pea.body Picture

concepts.

Each of three G.if.f.'erent fi veHminuto v-5..deo "t2.1)e

playback presentations were then shown
three consecutive days.

i;,)

the subjects on

A pcst-t8st, · follow.ing the three

days of language intervention, was administered after a.
one day period of non-i11tervention.
The results indicated a very high succes13 rate for
learning the language concepts, i.e., 53.04 percent increase
for

11

assistance 11 and 97.17 percent increase fo:r "dwelling."

It was also found that :no great Yarlat.io:as existed in

crease of correct responses .for males and females.

in~

Socio-·

economic differences were not found to be significant which
may have been due to investigator error in choosing the
school to represe:p.t each socioeconomic level.

It was con-

eluded that a specific language concept can be -Caught to a
predetermined first grade population via video tape ple.yback using puppetry as the teaching method.
The highly signif:Lcant results may not have occurred
if the study had used different methods and procedures

while empj_oying a video tape playback system.

~!:he

results

which were obtained j_n this study, indicated that by using
the

prem~ri.b8d

methods of puppetry, the concepts were

learned i.:n a short period of time with results which were
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CHAPTER I
lN'r.RODUCTION
At present 1 educational television is receiving much
publicj.ty.
Qh~tl ·and

Natio11al

~hildren's

programs such as ..Se sarne

~--~-

the Eleclli.£ Company are supplementing clo.ssrc:oln

instructional material throughout the Western :tfomisphere ..
Estimations have indicated that no form of t.cohnology ha.s
so e:xpedi tj_ously and

compl~tely

been arrogated, explored,

resear.::hed, and employed by instructional personnel as ha.s
the medium of te1evlsiono

Yet very little has been dull.t: to

quantitatively validate what influence these programs have
on learning cf language concepts, especially in the area of
individualized concepts for a specific population.
When tel{-!Yision has been employed within the classromn as an aid, one wonders if the equipment has been

ew.ployed to no avai.l other than possibly as a

11

device, or if :ir.0aaurable learning has occurred.

baby-si tting 11
Weeliver

( 1972), in an attempt to ans1,.;er such questions, has stated
little research exists which can prov-lde a foundation· for
11 confidr;;nt future rJ.evelopruent end decision-making. 11

Children o.re culturally trained from infancy to view
visual raproductio:ns (Selden, 1971), as is evidenced by the

fact that television reaches 97 percent of all United

2
;.:;·i.;<1.h:;~~-

househoJ.dr; a:1d that nchildren are exposed to upwards

of t-tirt.y houn3 of to1ev5s.ioi1 for each week" (Palmer, 1973).

J1; """"'-8 pert:i.nern:; to ask, in view of the large amount of

time devoted to this aetivity, whether video tape playback
actually could bt 1.:.sed in a constructive manner, i.e., to

teach with qucntifiable results.
Statement of Purnose
The intent of' this study was to examine the effectiveness of teeching a language concept transmitted by video
tape playback when presented to a population of first grade
students using pup-9etry as the teaching method.

In essence,

the study was concerned with whether or not an individu2J_ized concept could be presented to a specific population

using the

t>.bove met}1ods

and procedures.

It was hypothesized that 80 percent or more of the
subjects would learn the language concept upon post-testing
for that concc"·ot.

The essential question, therefore, was:

What percentage of a given first grade population will learn
a language concept when that concept has been presented to
them th:r·ough the medium of video tape pla;:rback using puppets
as the teaching method.?
1)

Secor1dary q_ufJstions were:

Do mal.e-fema.le differences exist in choosing

correct responses?
2)

DoGs soctoeconomic status affect response
bel1avi.or'7

REYIEW OP Tirn

LI.TE.R~4TUHE

Histoj'.."''

..... , .... Tr"..__

_.~ ..

The history of educati.onal television is dated back
as fat· as 1932.

In that year, the.State University of Iowa

produced the first formal educational television prcgraxn

for instructional purposes.

Hull (1962), has stated that

approximately 400 programs were trmrnmi tted :f:rom Iowa
betw8en 1932 and 1939.

Course content included the a:!:e2s

of art, shorthand, engi:::}.eering, botany, drama, and scme
cultural entertainment.

By the early 1950 1 s, there were 40 commercial stations
and 600, 000 receivers.

In spite of technical i1rperfections

and the high cost of receivers, commercial television had
captured the public's interest as no other form of media
had done.

Educational television, howeYer, had not c:hc.,rcd this
national enthusiasm.

In spite of the Iowa experiment of

1932, educators bad not seen the potential and had ignored
the imp11cations of educational television nearly completely.

By 1948i only five educational institutions in

the United States were involved in television
vision planning.

a-rid

tele-

Syracuse Un:i.v-ersi ty offered the first

4.
:formal grad.11.at~ p~:;-ogram for professional training of tele·-

vision students in 1950.
In 1952, a major breakthrough for educational television occurred..

As. a result of the Federal Communications

Con:illl..i.ssi.on allocn:tion hearings, the non-commercial educa-

tional television station was initiated.

At that ti.me,

242 channels in the broadcast band were allocated for
exclusi,..re use by educational establishments.

Since then,

many more channels have been approved and instituted
(Bull, 1962).

The irnpac't telcvisicn has had on child:cen has been

d.emonstrated in Meyer's ( 1973) study entitled

11

Ghildren' s

Perceptlons of Favorite Television Characters As :BehaYioral
Models. 11

He reiterated the known fact that children see a

combination of slices of reality and fiction presented
during the day through the medium of television.

He also

siated that the children watch many of the same television
shov1s

that their parents do.

Meyer reported:

• • • more than 5 million under the age of 12 are
still watchi.ng at 11: 00 P eH. 13y age 18, the typical
American child will have watched more than 20,000
hours cf television. ~ • • Despi.te the pervasiveness of televj_sion in reaching ehildren arni occupying
thei.r i::t.me, relatively li ttJ.e attention has been
:focused unttJ rf~cently on -t:r~e effects of television
on chi2d.:r.·Em.

In rcaca.rc:h:'..r.:.g effects cii commercia,l television,
Grom:1 ( 1974) reported that for certa1n individuals, their

5

·t.e.levis5.on he.!'oes were providing undesirable models of be-·
He fu.rther stated. that television just· does not

h2,vi.o:c.

reflect the "real 11 world. · In ·conjunction with this, :Meyer
( 1973) has com.1nentsd:

"They (the chi1drenl see the violent

means of conflict ·resolution.being applied by their favorite
television characters as admirable behavior worthy of imitation.Q"

Depenclir..g upon the way the medium has been used,

according to the recent Surgeon General's report, tele-

vision can have a beneficial or harmful impact (Meyer, 1973).
Jieport~.

Findi11gg

Within the framework of non-commercialized television,

the types of progrmr.s which have been available have been
imlimi tod in variation and scope.

The teaching of computer language to adults was the
basis of televieed lessons afforded to the employees cf the
Fortran Company (Hartman and Behr, 1971).

The mean of the

pre-test percent scores averaged thirty-five, with a score
of twenty-five being possible by chance alone.

The mean

of the post-test percent scores averaged eighty-nine.

The

]ford Notor Company found. by using television in instructing

adult indiv-idua.Js how to operate, maintain and repair gas

turbine engines, 90 percent of the trainees achieved 95
percent of the objectives.
Results, such as those reported abo.ve, generally have

not beerr readily accescibJe within the literature.

The

reporting of result2 appeared to be more ge119ral and less

6

The net result ha3 bocn that one teacher, one
1 ···~·' .; '~-'-~·.,, + ·
·"i ........,".),
""nr
h no -1 ogy
·o"·"ap1·•of
_.u....
··-~"-'··-'J.E-.,
....1.., <-·
..-<-'·.a
.. ~ ~!,.~·J...l.-cCvl.Ona1 t .ec ••
system havG. provi.ded 60 stnd.ents the opport1mi ty
fo~
five hours o:i: 1t::a.i"ni1Hr uncler professional
.
00

~_,

supervision.

Extens.ive usage of televiBion. as an instructional
tool has been

e~rnmplif:i..ed.

in the li tcrature.

The following

studies reflect the implications of research which has
appeared in the lj_terature ·vdtl; rega:rd

to the use of in-·

structional televisions
!fi'ect~_JLI?.~uJ:~Ji·

Brophy ( 1971) has consolidated

the findings of many studies into one report.

The results

of "televised typing, as i.\mr.:.J. at 11:.:.:::.higan State University,

characterized alJ. the studies Brophy reported.

Michigan

State Uni versi t~;' s report stated:

Teachers can be relieved of much of' the routine
and monotonous duties of lesson planning if video
tapes are used. ~:hey would be left to explore new
drills and problem-solving tech_i:1iques and to correct

student problems mu.ch more quickly.
Gross (1972) studied the effectiveness of presenting
the same material through two different media, i.e., television versu.s convent.:onal classroo:·n instruction.

that there were "

6

He found

• • no significant differences between

on-campus students aJid stuuents talcing the televised
ctm.rses • • • • u

Ther.:? res11lts may or may not be quanti ta-

tively vGlidated; the literature provided no substantiating
data.

7
Jt "~~tJ.. r.:. f) J~ t ll {~ "t~ ;;~ , ~i

z:

Goldfaden (1972) re-

ported his fi:ncii.:c:.gs by st<~.t.L:ng 1 ~,, ·~ ~ becallse the material

quantitative d3.i;a. was not

~u2ported~

EffeQ.1.§~Jlb.i.lil'~rq~

Belt ('i972) and Barrera ( 1973)

conducted studies iuvolv:Ln6 school children.
involved teaching art via

tele-vi~>ic:n~

Belt's project

He .implied positive

findings concerning effec·tiv8ness, but his major contribution was that he found classroom attention to th,e program
to be in the 95 through 98 percent :r·ange. ·
11

- KLH.J:i 1 s BiJ.j_ngual Series" was the

Carrasc~o1endas

topj_c for Barrera is
used 1)y 800

( '1973) study.

c:J.a.ssroor.as~

The televised series was

teaching a. total of 17, 000 Mexican-

American bilingual stud.ents~

Ji...:n evaluation of Barrera's

results showed that "• •• children who viewed the programs
improved in their knowledge of multiculture social environment, English language skills, physical environment, and
cognitive

development~

11

The studies with children and television appeared to
be less represented in the literaturs.

--

The Sesame Street

evaluations (Ball and .B::..g.:i.t~, 1970), however, have provided
a..'l'l exception to thi.s

mar..n(~r

of reporting.

Thei!' study,

concerning major fi.nd.:i.ngs wi.th respect to television and
childrer1, provided an e:r.:tensi.ve c:..mou.n-c of quantitative

a.ata, i.e., measurable resuJts.

Their .summarization in

relation to Ses2.me Street and -Che resulting data was:

·----·

-

8

l1) th~ more viewing the child did, the mo~e he tended to
}.earn the _pro j ec:·t;etl con.ce·pt; ( 2) those programs best learned
l1y "f.;he chi.ldren wc:re the programs which received the most

el!lphasis and sk::Ll1s in the area of television technology

when being produced.; an.d (3) formal supervision of learners

was not e.ssentiaJ..

Their second-year findings (Bogatz and

Be.11, 197·1) c·mp:po:r·ted. aboYH conc1usions with an extensive
amount of measurable data.
Validation

. . _ .. _

. . . . .-

I

Fredrick Breintfeld (Weeliver, 1972) has found television not to be a popP.lar teaching medium in the schoolse

He also stated. that television has become

a.'1

insignificant

item in the school budget mainly because it varies from long
established curricula and administrative systems.

"Solid

attempts to use the medimn effectively for instructional
purposes are fev;,

n

he has stated.

Perhaps validation of learning results could be a
means for tele-visio:n instruction to _achieve its identity

as part of t;he educational process.
mmse, dcnc•tes the

11

•

•

•

Validation, in this

process in which the measure of

success is the effectiveness with which a lesson accomplishes predetermined changes in student!s behavior"

(MacCullough, 1969).
There has been, to <late, a lack of validated data in

the area of language.concept learning in conjunction with
Y.ideo tape playback.

There have been studies such as the

9

language cDn.ceptfi.

howev~r,

has been -

reported on teaching l<:tJlf)la.f!,e concepts to a specific popu.la·tion using indi.vid.nalj_zed

oorn:ept~3.

CHAPTER III
MEI'HODS AND PROCEDURES
§.ubject~

~:he

subjects for this study consisted. cf 151 students

en.rolled in six first grade classrooms in three schools
wi·thin Portland School District Number One, Portland.

Oregon.
These .first grade classes were composed of children
wi.th achievement- levels and abilities which would likely be
found in a 1:norrnal 11 classroom.

The S'tudy included all those

ehild:cen that a classroom teacher instructs within her selfcontained classroom.,
The schools, A, B, and

c,

served student populations

of slightly different socioeconomic levels.

These levels

had been determined by considering mean family income, percentage annual income under four thousand dollars, and percentage of children in welfare families.

When considering

these th::ee paraJn(n;crs as illustrated in Table I, it was
determined that the order of socioeconomic level for the
schools sanrnled was school A (lowest), school B (middle),
and schoo1 C (hlghest of the three schools).

TABLE I -

INDICATCRS OF SOCIOECONOMIC LEVELS FOR.
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

Socio?conomic Indicators

A

Mean Fa111ily Income

$8,275

Percent Annual Income Under
$4,000

18.7

Percent of Children in

11.2

Welfare :Families

-·- -

-~

.....·---

....·-·----·--..-..-~---·....-,.

____ ______
...._

Examiner
One speech pathology graduate student at the master's
level constituted the examiner.

The examiner ad.ministered

a pre- and post-language concept teste

Instrumentation
Production
The puppet shows were video taped using two Sarkes
Tarzan one-inch Vidicon cameras.

One camera was equipped

with a five-to-one zoom lens, while the other caTilera was

outfitted with rack-mounted lenses.

This rack-mounted lens

assembly co:r. . sisted of fou:r.· separate lenses:
mm, a 75 mm, and. a 135 mm.

a 25 mm, a 50

A VSS-8A Sa:rkes Tarzan switcher

was also used to facili.tate. smooth transitions between

12
'::.'.·ui~'.era

shots,,

'.l.'ho •rj_dGo tape used was half-inch .Sony mag-· .

i'he audio portion of the puppet shows were
b~r

pre~recorded

tln."'2.e individ.iu?J.s and. the investigator •. This was com-

pl~i:od.

ovE1r a five hour period prior to the actual video

ta.p.i.:ng e

'.firn auciic was tape~d on a quarter-inch reel-to-reel

Robe::::·ts 770X tape recorder using Ampex 600 professional

series audio tape.
The prod1wti0n personnel who video taped the puppet

lessons consisted of twc

cameramen~

enginee-:c, and. one person

1.11hc;

swi.tchm:·r. and

£7-U(lio

one floor director, one

acted as an overall director,

ccmtroller.

The investigator and one

othm..' .indiv idue.l manipul&tad the puppE.ts.

The final product

of the pi·oe!.uct:Lo.:.:s were si;;: five-minute video taped puppet

lessons.

rhese lessons involved the two concepts of

1

11

dwell-

ing" and "assistance."

The presentation of the puppet lessons to the subjects
was done using a Sony half-inch Tape Videocorder, model

AV-3650.

The AV-3650 was a portable EIAJ type-one, video

·tape r·ecorder.

The monitor used was a Sony CVJY1-192U,

eighteen-inch, black and white portable monitor TV receiver.
The AV-3650 and -Che mon:i."tor were mounted on a movable cart.

Figtc.re 1 illustrates tha mounting arrangement for the recorder and. monitor.

13

•

!-1.~re

1. AV-;5650 Sorey video tape :t'ec o.:-dei· with
Sony cvr-1-·192u ri.1oni.tor mounted on por'.;ablc viewing

cart.
The Yid.co to..ped lessens wcrG sho;m in the classroomc

with the subjects seated at their desks.

1'1 or every presenta-

tion of the video tapes, the monitor was not placed away
from the wind.ow.

All lighi;s in the room were turned off

except those a.t the opposite end of the room from where the
monitor was located.

These precautions were taken to elimi-

nate possible monitor or window glare.
Procedures

The participating classroom teachers received instructions from the investigator not to discuss the concepts with
the subjects until after post-testing was completed.
teachers agreed to this request.

The

This was done in an

attempt to eliminate extra..11eous variables which might in-

.:

14

classroom by telling the subjects:
I am going to ask .,,.ou to d.o :.>ome things with this
booklet -Cprc-·test). ,, W"'~1en we .ta~..-e fi.~ished making xr s
on the pict~rea I will colle~t them from you. In

about a week I w·i11 De °tiack to ~1ee you with a surprise [video taped puppet lessons]~
·

Three concepts whic!1 ;1G:re found by Du.."l'ln (1959) to be.
1

above fourth grade lev..:J ·,.1e!."e :purposely chosen to result in
a low pre-test score.

The booklet pre-test, therefore, con-

sisted of three j)ioture pJ..ates ( 11 dwellingi" "assistance, 11
and "edifice•') fror!l the PGabody PJcture Vocabulary Test,

Form B (Dunn, 1959).

The pre-test was administered to the

subjects a3 a group, ear..:11 raceivi:r.1.g a separate test "bvoklet.
The results of this concept test provided baseline data as
to which concepts were not know11.

cepts, two concepts, "dwelling" and

From the unknown con11

assistance, 11 were

chosen which the majority of the children within the classrooms did not possess.
Randomly the two concepts were divided equally among
the six classrooms, i.e., three classrooms were assigned the
concept of "dwelling" and the remaining three classrooms
were assigned the other concept of "assistance."

The third

concept "edifice, 11 was eliminated from the study due to a
high success rate on the pre-test for that concept.

It· was

the investigator's belief that the hie;h success rate was due
to the fact that the picture corresponding to the word "edi-

15
fice 11 was different from

-rr;E

"edlfice"

whereas, the

· other three ci1cii.ces (:onsi..stt=id of fr.-1c tions of architectural
structures.
The concepts selected by the above procedure were
presented to the

Si.'..b;ieo·:;s by

rneans of videS' tape playback.

The video tD.ped lessons 1'1-:.n'e recorded. pr:Lo.c to being

presented in the classrrrnro..

·Each p:t:• esentation consisted
0

of three separate, but rel;:c._ted, vi.dee taped programs based

on a sing.le concept (see A:ppendix A and. B).

~ehe

three pro-

grams were presented to eaeh classroom on three successive
days, i.e., each concept was presented. in a three-part
lesson, one part; pe:-i::· day for

1ihre~

days.

Each lesson

employed a puppet show using puppets from the Peabody
Language Kit (Dunn and Smitht 1966) and homemade puppets
borrowed from Dr. Robert W. Vogelsang, Chairman, Department
of Speech Communication, Portland State University.
A post-test, following three clays of language interven-

tion, was administered after a one day period of non-intervention.

The post-test consi.sted of the original three

plates, udwell.ing," "assistance," "edifice, 11 and four additional plates.

The four additional plates illustrated the

specific concept presented to each classroom.
individual post-test booklets were constructed.

Hence, two
The post-

test was a paper and pencil test as was the pre-test.

It

was administered to· each classroom as a g:coup l)y the examiner.

Data
--

__

"'"aJ.. ..,..
,~r.··<
z .,. -- ,:;....

~i..~1

The results of the pre-test

we~e

right or wrong :for each plate testede

scored as either
Criterion for con--

siderj_ng a concept as being learned was at least four of
· five correct responses on the post-test of five plates
containing items for the concept taught.

Results were

reported in percentages.
Absences were not taken into-account when analyzing
the data.

Since the lessons were presented to groups of

subjects and not individuals, absenteeisms were not con-

sidered significant for this study.

The d.ata was not sig-

nificantly affcc·t;ed due to this procedure except j_n the
computation of the concept
population.

11

assistance'' for the female

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

i\J~D

DISCUSSION

Overall,Finding§
The post-test results for

bo~h

concepts "dwelling"

and "assistance" indicated 94.46 :percent of the subjects
responded accurateJy for at least .four of the .five plates.
This compared to ·19. 33 percent responding accurately to the
pre-test.

Hence, there was a 75.13 percerrt increase in

accurate response to the concepts from pre-test to posttest (see Figure 2).
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Fig'4_re g_. Overall increase in correct response to
the concepts based upon prc~test and post-test
scores.
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Rw:Q,lling

The post-test findings for the con.cept "dwelling"
indicated 98.59 percent of the subjects present l:'esponded

accurately for at least four of the five plates as

e•J:mpar~a

to 1e31 percent responding accurately to the pre-teste

There was,

therefo~e,

a 97.28 percent increase in -Che

number of students responding correctly to the concept
after the video taped presentations.

Ta.ble II also illus-

trates results for the in.div-idual schools.
TABLE II
SUCCESS RATIO FOE. ALL SCHOOLS l!'ROM }'RETEST TO POS1~-TEST FOR T?3 CCl'WEPT
11

-

DWEiiLING 11 (H=7i)

.-

Schools

No. of Subjects
Responding
rectly

Pretest

Cor~

---

No. of Subjects
Responding Incorrectly

IP-"e-

Posttest
0

Posttest .test

Success Ratio For
Presented Concept

Pretest

Posttest

0%

100%

I

0%

95.45%

27

0

3.93%

100%

71

1

1.31%

0_, 8 •J.
'9%c

A

0

20

21

B

0

21

23

c

1

29

A,B,C

1

70

,,

Assistance

For the concept of "assistance," post-test scores
indicated 90.43 percent of the subjects present responded

..: f'

i .""J

r.:1.cmtrately for at least four of the fiv-e plates, 5 .. 48

:)t:.r-·
.r:..,,

·cent responded accurately on three of .the five plateB, and

1.37 percent responded appropriately on two of the five
plates.

There was, therefore, a 53.04 percent 5...ncrease in

t11e number of subjects responding correctly to the
after the video tape presentation.

c~oncept

Table III further i.llus-

trates these findings.
TABLE III

SUCCESS RATIO FOR ALL SCHOOLS FROM PRETEST TO POST-TEST FOR THE CONC1';1-iT
"ASSISTA.i."llJCE" (N=73)
..,

__

&-

Schools

No. o.f Subjects

Responding Oorrectly
Pretest

--

--··

No. of Subjects! Success Ra~Gio ]'or
Responding In- I Pr8~1ented Concept
correctly

Posttest

}?re-

test

Posttest

Pretest

Posttest

A

4

18

·is

2

18.18%

90.00%

B

17

23

10

2

62.96%

92.00%

c

9

25

20

3

31.03%

89.29%

30

63

48

7

34.06%

90.43%

.A,B,C

Qonc~pt

Not

P~esentcd

In each classroom lmowledge of both concepts ("dwelling" and "assistance") was tested prior to a.."'ld following
the video taped

pre~;entation.

Of the subjects who viewed

the tapes on "dwelling" only 8.93 percent more, responded

cor1•ectly

the plate testing the concept of

·1;0

"assj.st~':LnceH

(see Figure 3).
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Success ratio for concept not presented,
assistance. 11

Figqr~_2•

i.e.,

11

Similarly, of the subjects who viewed the presentations on
"assistance," only 1.98 percent more responded co;r:-rectly
to the plate testing the concept of'

11

dwelling. 11

For both

concepts not presented, there was an overall increase of

5.46 percent of the subjects who demonstrated
of the concept (see Figure

11

knowledge' 1

4).

Ratios AccordinR to Sexes
~·

The post-test results for both concepts,

2i
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Success ratio for concept :not presented,
i.e., "dwelling."

"dwelling" and

11

assistance~"

indicated 96.6'7 percent of the

subjects responded coi..rectJ.y for at least four of the five
plates.

In comparison, the pre-test scores indicated only

15.84 percent responded correctly.

Jo.:n

80~83

percent in-

crease from pre-test to post-test, therefore, was achieved
(see Figure 5) ..
Pre-test scores for

t~ie

concept "dwelling" indicated

zero percent of ·che male su1);;ects responded correctly
(Table IV).

Upon post-testr 100 percent of the subjects

present demonstrated

correc~t

responGes for at least four

t,f

the five :plc. . tes.

This ·was a 100 percent .increase o·r·

correct response over pre-test scores.

Pre-test

Post-test

Overall correct responses indicated by
male subjects for beth concepts9

!j_g_u.rtz.__.?..

TABLE IV
1Vl.AI1E SUCCESB RATIO FOR ALL SCHOOLS FROM
PRE-TEST TO POST-TEs·r FOR THE CONCEPT u mVELLING 11 ( N=42)

Schools

Correct
Responses
Pretest

Incorrect
Responses

Posttest

Pre-

test

Posttest

Success Ratio For
Presented Concept
Pre-

Post-

test

test

A

0

15

16

0

CJ%

100%

B

0

13

13

0

01&

100%

c

0

14

14

0

0%

100~~

A,B,C

0

42

43

0

·'o
0%

100%

pre··test score for the concept "a.ssis l;ance 11

ifhr~

i:nc11,~

c};:d;f;d 30.02 percent cf the ma1e subjects responded. correctly
1

'' 'bl
\.'.:a
. e ff)
, , ..

Upon

post-testing, 93.33 percent of the su.bjE:cts

p:resent deoonstr<::.ted correct responses for at least four of

tbe five plates..

This was a 63.28 percent increase of' cor-

rect response over pre-test scores.

TABLE V
SUCCESS RATIO FOR ALI1 SCHOOLS FR.OM
PRE-TEST TO POST-TES']!° FOR THE CONCEPT 11 ASSISTANCE 11 (N=42)

I~AilE

Schools

~rr~~-;-T--~ncorre~-L-Su~cess

Responses

_"?.._-,...~l'Qll------

Pretest

Responses

~-------~-i--·

Posttest

Pretest

Posttest

Ratio ]'or
Presented Concept

.._..._

Post-

Prete st

t est

A

1

·12

12

0

7.69%

100%

B

7

15

8

0

46.67%

100%

c

5

12

9

3

35.71%

80%

13

39

29

3

30.02%

99.33%

A,B,C

Ferg_q,1.§.•

The post-test results for both concepts

"dwe1ling 11 and "assistance" indicated 90.65 percent of

the female sub;jects responded correctly to the concepts
for at least four of the five plates (see Figure 6)0

The

pre-test scores, in contrast, indicated only 25.16 percent
of the subjects responded. correctly.

:E'rom pre-test to post-

test, a 65.49 percent increase, therefore, was noted.
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lJ;.g_ur~-~·

Overail correct responses indicated by

A

score of 2.38 was achieved by the female

female subjects for 'both concepts.
pr0~test

subjects for the concept "dwelling."

Post-test scores for

the same concept indicated 96.30 percent of the female sub-

jects present demonstrated correct responses on at least
four of the five plates, resulting in an increase of 93.92
percent (see Table VI).
The pre-test score for the concept

cated

47~78

11

assistance 11 indi-

percent of the female subjects responded cor-

rectly (see Table VII) •. Upon post-testing, 85 percent of
the subjects present demonstrated correct responses for at

least four of the

fi~;-e

plates.

This was a 37. 22 percent

increase of correct responses over pre-test scores.

TABLE VI

}i'EN.AI. E SUCCESS RATIO FOR ALL SCHOOLS FROM
PRE-ri1EST__ TO POST-TEST FOR THE CONCEPT
"DWELLING" (N=29)
_

. . .---r--..--

... _ _ -rw _ _

....

----~----------------------

I
---·- ..
Schools

Cor.rec~t

Responses

---

Pretest

Posttest

Incorrect
Responses
Pretest

Posttest

Success Ratio :E'or
Presented Concept
Pretest

Posttest

A

0

5

5

0

0%

100%

B

0

8

10

1

0%

88.89%

15

13

0

'7. 14%

100%

28

28

1

2.38%

96.30%

c

~_L_
'

i

TABLE VII
FJ!1MALE SUCCESS RATI 0 FOR ALL SCHOOLS FROM
PRE-TEST TO POST-TEST FOR THE CONCEPT
"ASSISTANCE" (N=30)

Schools

Correct
Responses
Pretest

Posttest

Incorrect
Responses
Pretest

Success Ratio For
Presented Concept

Posttest

Pre-

test

Posttest

A

3

6

6

2

33.34%

75"/o

B

10

8

2

2

83.34%

80%

c

4

13

i 1

0

26.67"/o

100%

17

27

19

4

47.78%

85%

A,B,C

26

I1 Gst~-·:1.~st

indicated that 95 percent

f:;c.;ores

of the subjects in school A, the lowest socioeconomic level_
represented, responded

(~or-rectJy

to the con·cept they had

been presen·ted via video tape playback..

'.rhis was an 85.91

percent increase in correct responses over pre-test score
(Fi.gure

7).

School B.

Upon post-testing school B, which was the

middle socioecol':om:i. c level represented, 94. 64 percent of the

subjects responded correctly to the:: concept they had moni-

t .ore d f or t .ue t'1.~ree
i..

~
v.ays
o

m•
•
l.11J.s

'
was a 1,.7 • -1, b• percen.,+ increase

in correct responses over the pre-test score (Figure 7).
£2h££1.__Q..

Resu.l ts from post-·test.i.ng j_n.dicated 93. 72

percent of the subjects in school Ct the highest socioeconomic level represented, responded correctly to the concept presented to them.

Thts was a 62.28 percent increase

over the pre-test score (Figure

7)~

Dis Cll§.~.911

The results of this study have indj_cated the result-

ing data to be quantifiable and. significant.

The overall

post-test scores revealed that more than 90 percent of the
subjects responded accurately to the test items for both
concepts.
between

As a corupa:r.-ison to the noted substantial increase

pre-·~est

and ;post-test,

an

increase for those con-

cepts presented of 75 .13 perc<':mt was obtained; whereas a

27
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Figure 7. Percentage of students within a given
school indicating "knowledge" of the concept
presented to them via video tape playback.
very minimal increase, 5.46 percent, occurred for the con-

cept of "edif'ice 11 which w.:-1n not presen-ced..
Individually, the

::.~ui.uber

responding to the concepts

11

oi' students co:rrectly

dwelling" and

0

assistance"

increa.sed 97.17 percent and. 53.04 percent respectively over
An explanation for this large dis-

the p:r·e-test scores.
crepancy

lif~S

-in the fact that a larger percentage of the

subjects identified

pre-test..

11

assistance 11 than "dwelling" on·the

Even though the percentages of increase differ

28

by 44·
p 0 rcen+ .t
T
e 13
\
~

..Ir.. ..,;

t~~
_J, ....

ref:pondi:ng cor-

as indicated by post-test scores,
was simila:.-; 98.59 percent c.nd 90.41 percent respec·tively.

words, "dwelling"

:a. noun and nc:A.Sfl.ista..'1.ce" being a

br~ing

noun derived from a verb, may or may not havt:: affected pretest scc:·es and consequently

infl~wnced

over:-.i.ll increasef:!

in correct response for .i:ndi vidual oonoepts t
11

testing, the concept of

Upon pre-

assistan.ci'/1 was correctly identi-

fied by 37. 39 percent of the su-b j ects while the concept
"dwelling" was co:r:rectl:r

of the subjects.

:i.dentifi~d

by only 3. 93 percent

The increase in percentage of' subjects

correctly identi fyi..ng

it

ass:i stan.ce" ( 53 .. O•t percent) was less

than the percentage of the subjects correctly identifying
the concept "dwellingtt ( 97. 17 percent).

:F'ina:L

percentage

responding correctly to the concept, however, was similar
(Figure 8).
]'or the concepts not

presen-~ed,

but tested for pre-

and post-test results, only 8.93 percent increase, in
comparison to the 75.13 percent increase

fo~

presented, was not considered a significant

the concepts
in~rease

by

the investigator and was probably due to ttchance:t factors.

There appeared to be no significant difference between
the percentage of male a.."ld female correct responses for
either concept..

For both concepts "dwelling" and "assis-

tance" the percent of males and females correctly respond-
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_Eigure 8. Percentage of subjects demonstrating
11 knowledge 11 of concept on pre- end post-liest.
ing, for at least four of the five ple.tes, was 96.67 per-

cent and 90.65 percent respectively.
The overall pE:rcentage of

t.iuojects~

who deruonstrated

correct response to the :::oncepts upon post-testing, varj.ed

within 1. 28 percent for all schools ·which were of three

different socioeconomic levels.

The investigator did not

consider this to be a large enough variance to be classified as significant, especially since 93.72 percent or more
of the subjects in all schools responded correctly to the
concept upon post-testing.

The small variance among socio-

econom.:i.c levels may have existed because this study may not

30

These dab;. st.t'c.c.r::>{

vidualized la.nguage

con(~n.

tape playback u.;s:i.Ylg ·che

described.

;;n~.p_::on:c:t

the hypothesis that-indi-

t·G c2.:n be taught through video

~-~tc-J-chcd.c:::

and. procedures previously

It was feI·:: by the trivcstj_gator that the results

obtained we:re a dire1.;·c r-?nult of the subjects prior tele-

vision watching

Leh~w J.ori:::,

tn€: t: J:'an-t.asy" of puppets, and

the standardiza:tion of prese1na.t:Lon employed by the investigator..

This study did not ecmpare these methods and pro-

cedures to those of human instructors or a..-riy other mechanical

audio-visual aide.

Had this been the format for the study,

comparable results may or may noi; have occurred.
If, howev&1:,

pro~es::.iional

pre-recorded video tapes had

been used one might haYG i;ixpected to obtain even higher and
more significw'1.t results..

As previottsly stated, Ball and

Bogatz (1970) found that those programs best learned by the
children were the progra.Jus ·which received the most emphasis
and skills in the area of televisJon technology when being

produced.

It is the opinion of the investigator that speech

clinicians preparing video tapes for their clients would
probably not have the facilities, skill, or time to produce
an elaborate Yideo tape playback.

It has been postulated

by the investigator tha·t a simple three- to five-minute

presentation produced by one or two persons might yield
results nearly as high as professionally produced pre- ·

recorded tapes.

The "locally produced" non-professional
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raadily accepted 'by
This

'fIH:::

'' .lc..·-,9_jy

11 local" ao:~·-;op-'.-;a1wc
-- .

E.:nhool.

ruav"' have been one of the

reasons for t..he j.:ni t:LaJ. s.cceptance of the study by the

participating tec..chcl:Se

The

acceptrJ1~e

was so favorable

that the news of the Btudy traYeled quickly among classrooms, so rapi.dly that a. :number of non-participating_ teach-

ers wanted to know if their classroom could be involved in
.the study.

The school speech clinician at school B viewed

the final pre-sentation wi.th the subjects and later reflected
that the possi.bilities were great aa to the many uses the

vi.deo tape presentations could provide foi.· her treatment

It was the investigator's opinion, based. upon teacher's comr.uents and questions, that the teachers were sin-

cerely interested in the theory and methodology of presenting a lesson via video tape to their classroom.

f:.m1vnVJARY AND lf.ll)LICATIONS

Educatj_onal television began in 1932 at the State
University of Iowa..

[ T.nt·1
i ......19i;r,;
..-"-'

tht=: potential of its con-

tributions to education were not fully recognizede

In 1952,

however, the Federal Corrunu1licatJ.on Commission created noncommercial television

sta:cio~rn.

From that point in time,

educational television has mushroomedEven. though uru.cl1 has been done in the field of educational television, reported studies with validated results
were found to be few.
to be an exception.

The

~..!2 §_tt§l~t

evaluations appeared

A large runount of literature describing

the results of presenting a skill to the general population
was found.

Nothing, however, was founQ relating to the

teaching of a specific language concept to a designated
specific group other than those studies presented to the
"masses. 11
This study tested the hypothesis:

At least 80 per-

cent of a given fi:cst grade population will respond accurately to the po;:;t-testing of a language concept, after the
concept has been presented to them vie. a video tape playback using puppetry as "the teaching method •. In essence,
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tion usin5 the above

me::t}1c,d2

and p.rocedures. . The study was

also designed t:) dete:cnd.11& vir1.ethe:r. ;,:;, male-female difference
learni~g

exisi;ed in

lru1gu2..g:e

oor~c:epts

and whe·ther or not

there existed d5. ffarenccs aGtong socioeconomic levels.

The subjects for

t~1is

study consisted of a sample of

students from six first grade classes within Portland School
District Number One, Pc:rtlc:.nd,, C>::i:ef;cn.

The examiner con-

ststed of one sp1;cch pathology g~ra/luate student

master's level.

'.l:.1he

at

the

investigator actrninistered a language

concept test for dete:rmir1:i.11g pre- a:nd. post- results.

11 dwelling" and 11 assista.-r1ce 11 (both from the Peabody Picture

Vocabulary Tests Form B), were chosen to ·be the presented
c~oncepts.

Each of three different five-minute video tape

playback presentations were then sho1,.m to the subjects on

three consecutive days.

A post-test, following the three

days of language intervention, was administered after a
one day period of non-intervention ..
The results indicated a Yery high success rate for
learning the language concepts,
for

11

iQe~,

53.04 percent increase

assistance" a..vi.d 97 .• 17 percent .increase for "dwelling."

It was also i·ound that no great variations exlsted in
increase of

cor~:-ed;

res_ponses for males and females.

Socloeconomic ci.iff erencac were not found to be significant

which may have baen due to fnvestigator errr:.1·

:.1:. ':~-:. .. :.. oel Hg

the school to represent each socioeconorn:i.c lt<;'"iJ '.':·.L .,

:r.. i;

v.:-;;J.3

concluded that a specific language concept· ca:1 be ·i.:2.ugr1.t
to a predetermi:p.ed first grade population via vi.dec1 tape

playback using puppetry as the teaching

method~

The highly significa..11t results may not

h:tY(~

oGcurred

if the study had used dif'ferent methods n...'l'J.cl prooeJ.nres

while employing a video tape playback system.

The results

which were obtained in this study, ind.icated that by using
the prescribed methods of puppetry, the concepts v.rere
learned in a short period of time with results v;hich were
quantifiable and valid.
Implications
Clinical
The findings of this study may provide the speech
clinician with an efficient, effective, and time-savj_:ng
method for teaching basic concepts to first grade students.
It would not be unrealistic to imagine a viewing room within
the school so that all the children who had been identified
as lacki.ng a specific concept could view the. monitor at a
specified time for that specific concept, thus allowing
personalized learning for those who had a language concept
deficit.

The video tapt. of a specifj.c concept could be

shown several times; hence, the students who just moved
into the school and the ztnd0nts who did not grasp the

.,., ..
_,;~,

c~oncept,

could be re-program.med t..:1rough the lf,sscm.s.,

Due to the simplicity of showing a video tape, an
old.ex atudent or teacher's aide could manage the play-ba.ek
sessions, thereby releasing valuable treatment time .for
the speech cllnician,

This redistributed treatment-time,

which would have been spent teaching baslc concepts, could
possibly be spent w.i th students who had a. 1nore severe

speech and/or

la.~guage

impairment.

Research

llR":W-•1> .... _

It is suggested that furt;her research be done using
teaching methods other than puppets.

Wn.ile using different

methods, i.e8, live presentations video taped, professionally produced vicierJ tapes, or purchased nca.."11.nedn tapes, a

w.ider ra:nge of concepts should be employed.
To determine if the present results were representative of first grade classes in general, a larger population
sample needs to be considered.

Valuable information per-

taining to this study may also be obtained by sampling other
grade levels.
In a future study, it is also recommended that a
discussion time be included immediately following the
playback presentation.
such a procedure..

This study was no"t designed for

Such discussions, however, may signifi-

cantly alter the time needed to teach a. concept.

The hypothesis cf this study was based upon the
premise that a given population could learn a specific

ln:n..~;:.l::.i,ge concept presented via video tape playback using
pup1iets as the teaching method.

The· results substantiated

thE hypothesis; subjects can learn a language concept when

:presented to them using the above methods and procedures
ll!

a relatively short period of time.

Future research is·

needed to explore: a...'1.li expa..11d the results and implications

this study has provided.
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APPJ~ffDIX

;M:r. Book Worm:

A

Hi boyB and girls, my name is Mr. Book Worm.

I 1 m called Mr. Boak Worm becm.i.s(:: I like -t;o read.

e-v-erything.

':llc1d2.y 1em going to read you a story.

AROUND FOR BOOK)
right here.

is!!

0 ,,,

J.A.

"01"\T
~J.'\J J

'"'ne·'·e
YIJ

1.1.

·,

Yn-r
u.:.~)

b01."k?
_I

,.

(LOOKS

I just had it

( J_,OOKS 1UWUND ~ SPOTS IT BACK STAGE)

There it

It nust l'!.e.:vra fallen down there when I wasn't lookJng.

I 1 11 need some hel1') to get thA
me?

J'

c·
~

I read

(LOOKS AB.OUND)

book~

Who can I get to help

Is there no one here to help?

AROUND AGAIN; BEGINS TO CRY)

(LOOKS

I wanted so very much to read

you a story today, but I can't pick anything up as big as a

book, for I have no hands.

(CRIES AGAIN)

Miss :&lephqni:

(ENTERS)

Hi Mr. Book Worm!

Jl'Ir. Book Worm:

Oh gee Miss Elepha.."1t, would you give me some

help in getting my book?
!·Uss_.Elefill.ant:

(LOOKS 0\1'}-JR. EDGE TO 'Vv'HEH.E ·THE BOOK IS LYING)

I wculd help a friend anyday - and you are surely a good
friend.

(AT THIS THEY BOTH GO DOWN .Al-iD PICK UP THE BOOK

40
fLQOK,..,
'
-~·-=>

IlO\*t"•

Gooi bye boys and

girls.

E.lCf. :i;s)

~!:Jo...It.ook_!fQ;~:

don't have my
~:.£.

Oh

JLi

glass•~;::;

my glasses?

!!:

o:n..

lJo one o:f

I can• t :cead you a story yet; I
Come to think about it, where
:~rou

child:ren ha.ve my glasses?

(LOOKS AROUN.D AT

No, I guess you couldn't.

!!'!.2:.§1.:.._Raccoq11:

Uhat are you doing today?

M:r. Book Worm:

Hi Ivir. Book '!form!.

I am gc:ing to read. the chi.ldren. a story.

Miss Elephant ea.me 'i?y and heJ.ped me J.n getting my book for the book had fg_lJ.en way down t!1ere.
Mrs. Raccoo11:

Way down there?

(LOOKS IN DISI·HlY)

My good-

ness, it 1 s a good th.ing MisR JUephant came along a.'11.d gave

you some heJ.p.

Now you can read the story to the boys and

girls.
Mr. Book Worm:

I wish I could but I've misplaced my

glasses - and I can't read without them ..
Mrs. Raccoon:
are.

(IJOOKS AROUND FOR THE GLASSES)

There they

They must have fallen wfl.en your book fell.

(PROCEEDS

TO RETRIEVE GLASSES)
Mr. Book Wor_El:

Oh thank you for your. help.

and listen to the story?

Can you stay

tj.1

r"1°T..

~o

·)'"'"· Wr1rn· •

:·~-.:;:.;_..~~..;~~-.:.

M1'1"~

.

l-'··r•n··101·1•
'

~:._~~~~-\_

,.

A dwelling?

What is a dwelling?

A d.\1elling is a place where one lives.

I'm

looki.ng for a new home.
!'1F,~ok Wo~~:

I understand.

home is a. dwellinge

A dwelling is a home and a

I bet each one of these boys arid girls

lives in a dwelling.

Sure they do!

The house they live in is

their dwelling ..

Chlppy who is looking for a new place ·to live.
~s.

Rac.£,0011:

You mean Chippy is looking for a new dwelling

just like I am?

Mro Book Worm:

Yes, and if you stay and listen to the

story, maybe you 1 11 find :::. new dwelli.ng too ..
Mrs. Rac££o:n:

tomorrow?

Could you wait to read the story until

I promised to help Mr. Squirrel look for acorns

to eat and I must be going.
Mr. Book Wcr!.!!:

OK M:rs. Raccoon, I' 11 wait to read the

story to you and the boys and girls until tomorrow. · Sorry
boys and girls,

bt~t

we have to help Mrs. Raccoon find a new
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1--,_,f::.('.,.~A~
- "-.., u..

--

·J,·•\','.'",,'·f;"•".''.t":r_·,\':.,./
.J ~- -

-

•

•1', •• 1:'.'.
~ -

'{'"•

.r ("'\
·~ \~-;: <.i,\~,

Raci:..~oc:::1

If you recall. 1 Iv'.lrs,

live - a new

:J'I

'ie'•"l\l
.1
-.. .:

~·-~
. .": ,.
'J ~.:..- • .\:.'

See you then.

:i.g J.ooking for a new place to

dwelling~

thlnk I need a. cha.i"'J.ge.

I need a new

dwelli:n.g to liYe in..
Mr ••~.QEg:

Lucky for you Mrs. Raccoon, our story today

is about a dog who iB 1ocJ.:::i.ng for a. new dwelling also.

Are

you ready boys

(OK)

Our

Chippy (dog) lived i:n. an o1d run down dog house.

His

and.

girls for our story"'?

story begins lj. ke this e

Oh kay!

...

dwellj_ng was so old Chippy was afraid to sleep in it for
fear it would fall upon his head.
Ohippi:

time.

One day Chippy said:

I have lived in this run dovm. dwelling for a long

I am going to move tod.ay.

house to live in.

I am going to find a new

It's time J. had a new dwel:Ling.

(CHIPPY

l'UTS HIS ONLY POSSESSION IN HIS HOUT·H, A BONE, AND STARTS

WALKING)

I want to have a new dwelling on a farm.

I will

find a farm and I will live there.

(PICKS UP Bmlli A..i\fD

PROCEEDS TO SEARCH :E'OR A NEW HOME.

l'f'i.EETS MR. BIRD)

•
Cr.
....:11PPY•

0 0•P8 BON.....,,)
;\ D'n.
, .r:

dwelling on a farm.

~
i.

gm :t.oo!dng i"Jr a new home..

A new

Yes, I want tc li.vc on a i'a:em.

BONE BACK IN MOUTH; PRO<JEED~ '110 S.I:;AHOE)

!li.!:£:

Good luck, I :hope yor. find

'3.

rLlce ho~e.

(EXD.~S

Q}"F

STAGE)
(STILL LOOKING - RUNS INTO Cl\TERPILJJAR)

Chippy:

Caterpillar:
ChiPp;L:

~n~ere

are you going?

(LAYS DOw-:N BONE)

live in..

I want my new d.w€1Jing t:> be en. a farm.

Caterpillar:

My dwelling isn't on a farm but you sure are

welcome to lii;e with me.

there.

I arn looking for a new home to

I live in that big house over

(LOOKS IN DIRECTION OF HOUSE - SID}] OF STAGE)

Chlppy:

Thank you, but I we_nt to live in a dog house on

a farm.

(PUTS BONE BACK IN MOUTH .AND $TARTS DOWN TH.i"GJ ROAD

AGAIN.

MEETS MR. FROG)

Frog:

Hi Chippy!

Chippy:

Where are you going?

(PUTS DOWH BONE)

Ribbit, Ribbit

I am looking for a new dwelling,

Mr. Frog; a big dog house on a farm.

Frog:
rue in

Chippy, you could make your new dwelling here with
the pond.

1.~'-''l·it
,
•

li·v·e -i•..' 1 _i,-1\.
~on11·s
- •
•

-

(I1ICKS U? BONE

Mr. Book Wo::r:m:

a new home?

Gee hoys
a·....
nd 1:::--·-'-''
r.r~ ;•-:"
..,

,....1)V e"'""'r
fi' nd
.--··'--l t<-·1i·
......; .t.'.t:,;
......

' 1r'. !

Will hie new U',velling 1;,q

have to continue our story

tomcrrov1~

0!1

a farm?

We will

Gocd bye ·boys and

girls.

Mr. Book Worm ••

II~
.....

!

M.y name 1.. s i•ir.
~~
-;:. '
.!:>OOK

1' 1
ft

orm a.nu..:i ·1· •• m. b ac k

to finish our story about Chippy the dog,

Chippy, you.

remember, is looking for a new dog hou.se to live in.

His

old dwelling was so ru.."1. down he was afraid. to live :i.n it c.my
more;.

Do you still remombe:r what dv;·al.liug mcru;s?

Right - a place to live - a house

~

(PAUSE)

for you boys and girls

your dwelling is your home - for Chippy his d1,1elling will

be a new dog house.

Chippy:

(WITH BONE IN MOUTH HE WALKS ACROSS STAGE.

BONE DOWN AND SAYS)
live in.

Now back to our story.

PUTS

I have been looking for a new home to

I want a dwelling on a farru with lots of animals

to play withr but I ho.ve not been able to find a new dwelling.

Miss Caterpillar said I could live with her but her

dwelling was too small and Mr. Frog said I could live with
him but his clwelling is in a pond of' water and dogs don't

live in water.

Will I never find a new house on a farm?

(PICKS UP BONE - OONTINUES TO J;OQK FOR .A DWELLING.

STOPS

Oh look!

"

Oh lJcy, a farm!

:!~ fLT' f~. ..

1

. ,, a

.J..,,~

Ile\·1

<~welling
lt:.y~:

9.hlRm:~

J.c•g

l~.0~1se

...T will live.

There
'What a

(W.A.LKS UP TO DO(} EOUSE; LOOKS IN)

What are you doing'?

Gr:.lp !

Hi Rover.

em:pty dog houne.

lig.Y£1::

This is where

Oh yes it 1s.

wai."ting for me to move into it.

this will be.
Hoy!

Could that be?

I jl.;lst spotted this nice new

I·i; will make a fine new dwelling for me.

Wait a minute Ch:i.ppy.

This is my dwelling.

I 15-ve

here.

,911.i}YP,X.:

(LOOKS OU~:: AT CAMERA)

I thought I had found a new

dwelling, but this dwelling is Rover's home.
do?

I have no place to live.

SQ.Y.~f::

Please don't cry.

Oh wha.t can I

(STARTS CRYING)

1 1 11 make a deal with you.

If

you help me with the chores here on the farm I will let
you move in with me.
Chiu]i:

Oh, yes.

alJ. of your work.

Is that a deal?

I will help you.

I will help you with

(JJOOKS OUT AT CAMBRA)

Oh, boys and

girls, I ha-ve a new plc..ce to liYe; a dwelling on a .farm.
Mr. Book Worm:

Well, boys and girls that is our story.

Aren't you glad Chippy found a new dwelling'?

I sure am -

Hemember, a dwelling is a place to Jive •· like a house.
I remember what "dwelling" mea_ris by s,inging a li·ttle tun.a ..

(snm

TO THE TUNE OF "THE FARMER IN TH1~ DEIJLU)

A place to live is a dwelling,
a place to live is a dwelling,
hi-ho the dairy oh, a place to 11.ve is a dwelling.
Everybody now!
A place to live is a dwelling,
a place to live is a dwelling,
hi ho the dairy oh, a place to live is a dwelling.
Very good boys and girls.

Well I have to go now.

You lmow what a dwelling j_s

Be goode

Bye bye.

now~

APPENDIX B

VIDEO TAl'EJJ LESSON PRESENTING THE CONCEPT
OF nASSISTANCE 11
FJ.rst Day's Presentation

~"'·---

&'.£:....~.~.IQ:

Worm.

ii

-

---

Ei boys and girls.

-

My

...

.,

name is Mr. Book

1 1 m called. ·:1r. Book Worm because I like to read.

..read everyth:lng.

Today Ii m going to read you a story.

(LOOKS AROlTND FOR. BOOK)
had. it rj_ght heI<e.

TherE:-! it j_s ~ !
J.oo.t:i:ng.

I

It

Oh my, where is my book?

I juBt

(LOOKS AROUND - SPOTS IT BACK STAGE)
mu.st~

have fallen C.o·wn there when I wasn 1 t

I' 11 need f!cme assistance to get the book.

can I get to help me?

'ffno

Is there no one here to help?

(LOOKS .AROUND - C.iUPT }'IND ANYONE TO HELP - STARTS TO CRY)

I wanted so very much to read you a story today but I canvt
pick anything up as big as a book, for I have no hands.

(CRIES MORE)

Mt• Elepha{l-1:
J-ir. Book Wot.JI!:

Hi, Mr. Book Worm!
Oh gee Mr. Elephant, wo-uld you. give me some

assistance .iri getting my book'?
~"Ir.

Elephant:

Sure I will!

I will give you some - I will

give you some - Now, what was that wcrd.?

48
'>~.1.p

•;cmc~c:<!~J i.r3' to

give assistance.

l·ike when you need

.:1e·1.p LtcJ:Lng the d..ishes ·- tha.t ts needi.ng assistance.
But •· ·but j

I don't do dishes! ! ! - that's

pHople' s wor};:.
~!.t-~~,r.!9.!fil:

Well the:n, when you planted your garden

last year you. had help from you1: fa.'D.ily to pla_-r1t the seeds,
t.hat' s ass.ista:n:!e.

!1£..:_J.~1fil22~~:

Oh!

Assisi;ance, then, means to help do some-

Now will you give ma some assistance
and pick up my book for mi.:; so I can read a story to these

wonderful boys and girls?

Mr. Elenh§:11:E,:

You bet I'll help youl!

PLACED IN ~?HONT OF 1Yill.. BOOK WORM)

Good bye beys and girls.

...Eook Worm:

~l:t..r

Oh no! !

don't have my glasses on.

are my glasses?

today?

Well, I have to go now.

(MR. ELEPHANT EXITS)
I can 1 t read you a story yet, I

Come to think ab0.ut it, where

Do one of you children have my glasses?

(LOOKS AROUND AT C.AlVIERA)
Miss Raccoo.n:

(AT THIS THE BOOK IS

Hi

Mr~

No, I guess you couldn't.

Book Worm.

Wha.t a.re you doing

•
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book, for the took h::.6 f;.<U. 811. '\t1ay

c!.r)\\':.l

t:~w:re.

(POINTS TO

WHERE THE BOOK
Miss Ra.cc_Q.91!=

Way d.O\·m trJ.ere'l

(l~OOKS

IN DISiviAY)

My good-

ness, it' n a good. th:tag Mr. El(.:iphc:.n.t carne along and gave you

some help.

Now :ireu e;ru1 r(:;ad thc-1 Rtory tc the boys and girls.

Mr:,._~ok _l[Q.~:

I wish I

and I can! t. read '-'ij.t.hout
Miss Raccc,on:

I will

cot~ld but·

I tve mispl<-J.ced my glasses

them~

hE-.:?~q1

you. find then:.

giv~ assistance to my fri~:nd~1.

Mr. H.ab'bi t once :nesd.e.d. n1y

I always like to

(THEY BOTH BEGIU TO LOOK)

~.£sistan.ce

-C::> b-:.:i1d a n8w home

for him and his family, so I ·was more t:Uan glad to help.

I

bet you boys and girls give a.ssistance to your family by
helping dry the dishes, or helping to clean your room, or

maybe even by helping to take out the garbage.
boys and girlt;?

(PAUSE)

I sure hope so.

Am I right

(CONTINUES TO

LOOK FOR GLASSES)
Mr. Book Worll!:
give me some
Miss Raccoon:

I found. my·

~lasses.

assista.~cs?

(THEY BOTH PUSH GIJASSES 1JP NEAR BOOK; AND

BOOK WOR...1\1, WITH HELP, PUTS THEM ON)
Worm.

Miss Raccoon will you

There you are Mr. Book

Now you can read the story to the boys and girls.

(EXITS OFF STAGE)

''-··

Mr~
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... '.;'.,

Book Worm:

assista.."'lce

.._....~----

story.

I promised

Oh. no 3 I hr-rv::.• t;o go :no11..

my mother I would g1.v0 he::r sorn.H a,sfiJ.stencG in helping her to

J)on'·c be sad for I will be back

babysit my little brother..
tom()-r.:r•o1.r'V +.o
..,.

1•c,·.~,.:;
• "~~.\.-'..

1
Tf'"'1'' +.l.;·i""
•.,,-r-n·
... +"ru
-·l.~<A.... ;...>
•·""'
U. e·,..,,,.,;
--- -'·· ..,.,,,.t.i..>
j a
t1

'.J

""

ll- "-'

Good bye boys

and girls.

;t'!_r. Book WQ.r.m:

Hi

bo~rc

story I promised you.
Alright!

~the

ai:.d. t;i.rln,

1 .q ·11 0 -:::.-..: ..~.TJJ)
t~ AN·D· B~G-.L1'
Boo .r:.
-~.L
.n.u.

!i!'_s. Caterpi.l.l~:

Chippy:

away?

trr;

r:t

be.ck witl: that
(1.~USES

Aro you ready\'

st cry :5.$ aoeiu-r

to eat but could not.

I

FOR REPLY)

dog :r:.:::uned eh:i_ppy.

rt"' ..
'nae.
.. -1v.1.h e h.
vnlppy
;. 1.CCUpS.

(LOOKS AT
H e want e d

Tl::.e hiccups got in his way.

You sound fuiu1y,.

Hiccups are not .funny.

Can you give me some

(B:E·TINS TO LAUGH)

How can I make them go

assist~nce

by telling me how to

make then go away?
Mrs ..

Cateroil~:

Mother had hicc1.rps.

She ran arow.-id and

around and laughed.
Qhipp~·:

(AT THIS CHI?PY RUNS AROUND AND AROUND AND LAUGHS

AND LAUGHS - STOPS - HICCUPS)
I still have the hiccups!!

That wasn't much assistance.

-•.:,

had hiccups.

He stood on his head.

If you. c:.:...:.1. d.o th;;;i:; i·t:

may help.
Chipp~[:

·~---

(STANDS ON HEAD - ST.ANDS UPRIGHT - HIOOUJ:'S)

Htill have the b.iccups.
STAGE.

. M ,. T \( C'
( fJ..cU.J..L .. L..1

This is bad!

O'i:'f;I
J..' .-..

T

.I.

.8CROS3

WHEiq HE COMES BACK HE MEETS GREEN DRAGON)

f~~!LDrago:n:

I hear you have ·the hiccups.

E::.cc:ups .a.re

very very bad if you do not do something f'c:r them ..

Chipp:y::

to

do~

Mr. Dragon, I did what Mrs. Ca.terpill<:.1.r wanted .m.::;

I ran around and around and I laughed and laughed.

I stood on my head, too, but my hiccups d:id JJ.o't gc away.
~h:.·s.

Caterp.illar didn't giire me m11ch a.ssiE:t2.nce at r:.!ll! ! !

~~_!'.agg11:

You stood on your head?

Tricks like that are no good.

(BEGINS TO LAUGH)

Do you know whe.t I do if I

have the hiccups?

Chir,rp;y::

No, Mr. Dragon.

Q.:reem Dragon:

What do you do for hiccups?

I breathe fire! !

When I breathe fire I can

get rid of my hiccups every time.

Chi.I?.11Y:

You're no assistance either!!

You know a dog

can: t breathe fire, only dragons can!!

!},reen Dra.&2.--2:

It's too bad you're not a dragon; breathing

fire gets rid of hiccups everytime.

assistance.

Sorry I wasn't much

Thanks i'or your sng-

K~GGJ.,f:

GOMES Olf ST.AGE

?0i:::1. .~~

Hiccups?

You could. do something for them if you

wantec, toe
£.hi.I!].~~

I d.ld, Ziggle.

Mrs. Caterpillar and Nr. Dragon

tri.ed to givs me assistance.

I laughed and I ran around,

I stood en my head, Ivlr. Dragon even wanted me to breathe
.. •
n.:ce..

•
ruccups
never d.1 d go away.

f!1 '

,

J.:HG

Zirrale:

·-::A.4~._j.-

c·J.:room)~)

-:

_. . .

Not very much assistance at all!!

and then put your head into the sande

Count to three

My hi0c:ups go away

.,,rhen I do that.
C'' .
...:£1-J2l2.1C
:

0 n e , ·t;. wo , tlire e •

(PUTS F..E.AD INTO SAND - THEN HE

ST.ANDS lJP TO SEE IF HE STII.1J.; HAS THE HICClJPS)

Hiccup! ! ! ! !

Zigglof sand wiJ.l never make my hiccups go away.

never help.

~~his

will

(WALKS .AWAY)

.AS CHIPPY WALKS ACROSS iJ'HE S'.CAGE HE MEETS MISS RABBIT
Qill-.I!.n.J.')

hiccups?

Miss Ra.bi::d.t ~ I need some help.

I lr,.ughecl and I ra.n around.

Mr. Dragon
in sand.

E:VOJ.1.

I stood on my head.

w·anted me to breathe fire.

Ziggle does that for hiccups.

still had them.

What do you do .for

I put my head

When I stood up I

No one has 1rnen of assistance in helping

my hiccups go away.

c:."2

.J:,)

Rabbit:

Hop on my liack ancl l v:i12.. jump 1.u1til your hiccups

are gone.

(WITH THIS CHre:PY JL'rvIFS ON PJ\BEIT 7 S BACK Atrn

RABBIT JUMPS VI GOH Otl"SFY)

ChiPPX:

Whoa, Whoa!!!!

What a :ei.d.e,

Rabbi.t, I st.ill haYe the h.ice;v.ps ~

H.iccup !

Oh N5-ss

Iviiss R2bbi t, t this will

never do.
Chip.:f1Y:

Can 1 t anyone give me some 'J.ssistance in getting

rid of my hiccups?
my

head.

T

!'an at.•ou:nd B..nd

I put my b.ead i.:n the sa:!'1d.

J.a.11..glH~d.

T

lVJ.iss Rabbi.t jum.ped

with me on her back and. I still have the hiccups.
has been able to help me.

(SITS

DO\~f

Mr. Book

etood on.

No one

:rhis will ne·.,rer, :naver do! ! ! i ! !

A..WD BEGINS TO CRY)

W~~

boys and girls?

Will Chippy ever get rid of the hiccups,
Tomorrow we will find out the answer.

Between now and tomorrow maybe you could give your mother
a.ssistance dryir..g the dishes.

I 1 ru sure she would like that.

Bye-bye.

-

-

Thi1·d Dav's Preszntation

-~-.1a·~

Mr. Book Worm:

As you can recall, Chippy has the hiccups

and can't seem to get rid of them.

He has asked help from

Eabbit, but no one has given him any valuable assistance
in gcttJ.ng :cJ.d

c~f

his hiccups.

~.U\ ,,
( CR. v-··r.··c-.
UP CO:trlES ROVER)

Chippy, 1 have the hiccups.

(HICCUP ! )

Do :tou know

what to d.o for them?
.Qh~y;:

I irn.ow what not to doc

around and laugh.

Do

Do not run a:round and

not stand on your head.

Do not

stick your i10ad i.n the sand and do not ride arom1d on Miss

Rabb1t 1 s back.

No one has given me any assistance in

getti.:ng rid of ny hiccups.
Rover:

(SITS D'JWN .AND BEGINS TO CRY)

What can we do?

~:

Ask those pigs

OF}"' STAGE.

ROVEH

ove~t"

there in the water.

LOOKS IN THE DIRECTION OF J?IG·S)

Chippy and I have the hiccups.

!"L97..9.1~:

(PIGS .Afili

What do you do for

hicclrps?

We never have hiccups, but Mother had them one day.
Rover:
Pig§:
Rover:

What did she d.o?
She sat on iceQ
Ice! !

like this?

Ice! !

'.I/here can we find ice o:n a hot day

Pigs:

We do not know.

Rover:

(CRYING)

Your suggestio:n ii.as .no·t; bAnn much assis-

tance for my hiccups.

.Qhippy:
Rover:

(LOOKS BACK i l CHIF.PY)

What do the pigs do?

Hiccu.pI

They said that £'i.rs. Pig sat on ice for her hiccups.

The pigs were no help.

Chippy:

(CRYING)

ice on a hot day.

-

That will never do!
I will get a

drin}~

No one could find
of water and 'then I

will go to sleep.
Rover:

I will go

Mr. Book Worm:
sleep.

home~

Chippy went to sleep and had a. very good

When. he awoke he got up and stood

-veJ...~y

still.

He

wanted to see if the hiccups had gone away.

He could not

hear a sotmd.

Then he stood

very still.

He jumped around and around.
The hiccups were gone!!!!!!

(PAUSE)

But

Chippy never did find out what makes hiccups go away.
The end.
girls?

That was a real good story wasn't it boys and
We learned a new word from our story; assistance.

Class, do you remember what assistance means?

Yes, assis-

ta.nee means to help.
~:

I remember what assistance means by singing a little

tune.
(SING TO TUNE OF THE ] 1.A...llMER IN THE DELL)

..·',6-·.
JlsDj . ..:~tr~.:r:.c~. e YJ!~1.1J·1 :; to l1r~ l_-9 someone,
c.;..sE i st ~:.u1-:~ ~; ~:' 12 i::J1 s to 11.cl.}:· someone,
.b:L 11<.> the D~ .• j.ry oh, asf.:,:i.st :<21cc means t:o help someo:ne ~

Now Jctes sing the song together.

Ready go$

As::;j.st.?.i)'Ct' mca..ns to he1p someone,
ac8isb-1:::~e:G rnea11~1 to help someone,
ht ho tho da:i.ry oh, assistance means to help someone.

Yery good.

:rhs.nk you :for the assistance you gave me in

singing th.iB song.

Thank you Zab, and. thank you boys and girls
for ·being such a good audience.

Bye-bye o

